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A survey of TRIPOLI-4

J.P. Both, H. Derriennic, B. Morillon and J.C. Nimal

Laboratoire d'Etudes de Protection et Probabilité
Service d'Études des Réacteurs et de Mathématiques Appliquées

Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique, CEA - DRNr/DMT/SERMA/LEPP
Centre d'Études de Saclay

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, FRANCE

Abstract
We discuss present status of the new version of the
Monte-Carlo code TRIPOLI used in shielding calcula-
tions at our laboratory. The main new features intro-
duced in this version are : combinatoric geometry, a
multigroup automatic pondération scheme, a complete
treatment of nuclear evaluation files. We also discuss
parallelization features we will introduce in the code.

center for a sphere. A volume described by equations
is declared by the keyword EQUA, and then the two
lists of surface numbers with respect to which volume
is positive and negative. Volumes of both types can be
combined using combinatoric operators such as reunion,
intersection, substraction. rotation and a lattice opera-
tor providing repetition of a geometric cell on a cubic
mesh. We give an example of geometric description in
fig. I-

1 Introduction
The object of this paper is to present a survey of the new
version of the code TRIPOLI. The paper is divided in
five parts, three of which consist of the presentation of
the current status of the code covering description of the
geometric package, the automatic weighting schemes,
simulation implementation including strategy for par-
allelization of the code. The fifth part of the paper is
devoted to the presentation of some benchmark calcula-
tions.

2 Geometry package
The geometry is designed to cover functionalitites of the
geometry packages of both TRIPOLI-3 and the critical-
ity code MORET [I]. Volumes can be defined using pre-
defined shapes or by giving equations of surfaces delim-
iting them. Predefined forms are sphere, cylinder, box,
cone, torus, each one being described by a TYPE direc-
tive giving specific data corresponding to the form, for
example radius for the sphere. Surfaces can be described
by any equation of degree 2. A combinatoric volume is
declared by the keyword COMBl and the number cor-
responding to the TYPE used for it, followed by some
data characterizing the position of generic form corre-
sponding to the volume being described for example the

3 Weighting scheme
Tripoli-4, as Tripoli-3, uses exponential biasing, a form
of splitting we call quota sampling, and a collision bi-
asing. These biasing techniques require the definition
of an importance function. The structure of the impor-
tance function in TRIPOLI-4 is the following :

where :
a is a spectrum indicator

I(T,E,Q) )
(2)

|V/(r,E,Q)|

(4)

x(r, E) is a coefficient automatically adjusted by the
code to ensure that A'(r, E) is less than 0.8 x E,(r, E).



So 'In? problem we have is TO compute I\(r.g) , then
wv i»r>i K nil/ Q:,(r. E) from équations (2) and (.'i) by
iti.si.-rting l\ in (1).

/i is defined on a mesh whi<-h can be refined on a space
window or in some volumes. Tripoli--! has two methods
fur initializing /!.The first one is based on a graph the-
oretic argument the other one is based on a probabil-
ity c-olli.Mon approximation of adjoint Boltzmann equa-
tion. To initialize the weighting scheme in both case
we collapse the cross sections that will be used in the
simulation, in a weighting energetic rnesh given by the
user. The condensation is done with a slowing spectrum
part of t>pe l/fTSj. Moreover collapsed cross sections
are transport corrected to take anisotropy into account.
Once we have 1\ in each pondération group and each
cell, we get Qu(r. E) by a finite difference approxima-
tion of gradient.

3.1 Inipond
A graph is constructed from the mesh defined by the
user. Its vertex are the centers of the cells of the mesh.
Edges are the centers of neighbour cells. The valuation
i [g) of an edge in weighting group g is defined as v(g) =
H , d, * QAg) where d, is the length of the part of the
edge in material i and Q,(g) is a quantity characterizing
the opacity of a material in group g. Q,(g) is initialized
by solving, for each material a Placzeck like equation.

Let R'3 be the detector response in group g. We solve
for x the equation :

<"/"*' the energy group transition probabilities it is
sible to ..-onceive the adjoint transport equation :

RJL X , .
R X'O9
R

x _ [
l-x(g)X2x(g)

where :
Q(g)

(5)

(6)

A motivation of this formula can be found in [2]. The
form of the detector is supposed to be in E^ where j3 is
given by the user. R3 is then computed by integration in
each pondération group. The minimal length path from
each vertex of the graph to the vertex corresponding
to «he detector D is computed with Djikstra algorithm.
Let dj(v, D) the distance of vertex v to the detector
D. we then set I\(v.g) = e\p(-d3(v, D)). For a point
r in cell whose center is v and pondération group is g
we set li(r.E) - I\(v.g). Inserting h in (1) we have
K(r.E) = \(r,E)Q(r.E).

3.2 Importance function by collision
probabilities

Within each cell the importance function is constant.
If one notes P^ the spatial transition probabilities and

= E cr' <f
where the /,' value represents the importance of the
neutron just after the shock in the V1 volume and th<- g
energy group.

It is easy to solve the system (7) if you can calculate
the values Pfy To that aim. a sampling procedure is
used in each cell of the mesh. It is also possible to
introduce biasing techniques to calculate the collision
probability between very distant volumes. We set I1 as
tli>- solution of (4). In the P-IJ case the quantity :

/l(r. E. Q)

is estimated by a finite difference approximation of gra-
dient and stored.

4 Simulation

4.1 Cross section

For neutrons three modes of cross section description
will be implemented.

• Full self-shielded, hornogeneized multigroup cro«s
section coming from the APOLLO-2 code. In this
case anisotropy is described by mean cosine /i^—.,-
of deviation for transfer from g to g'.

• Multigroup cross section coming from NJOY pro-
cessing system with probability tables as described
in [4]. In this case we will keep a pointwise repre-
sentation of anisotropy.

• Full ponctuai representation of cross sections. This
mode, fully implemented at the present time,
covers all data present in evaluations : n—2n.
n—n-alpha, n—n-proton reactions. For highly
anisotropic reactions such as elastic and discrete
inelastic reactions we use equi-probable cosinus ta-
bles with linear interpolation in each slot, the num-
ber of cosine being automatically adjusted to best
fit the legendre representation of anisotropy. For
other reactions we use either simple cosinus tables
when anisotropy is described by legendre polyno-
mials or the Kalbach-Mann data when present.

It will be possible to have the three modes in a Tripoli
calculation.



4.2 Transport and collision
Particles have a required weight tl(r. E. Q) = I{r

l
En)

and a simulation weight. We all the weight discrep-
ancy of a particle the ratio simulation weight / required
weight Iu order to get these two weights as close as pos-
sible, special attention is payed to sample transport and
collision according to the game specified by the biased
Boltzniann equation.

• Ju.it before transport, simulation of the particle
is adjusted in the following way: If simulation
weight is less than required weight russian roulette
is played. If the weight discrepancy is small (be-
tween 0.5 and 2) we keep the current particle as
it is. If weight discrepancy is large (larger than 2)
we do what we call quota sampling. We first split
the particle in n (keeping n < 100). Then for each
particle at point p resulting from the splitting we
select a flight length, along direction Q from the
exact biased law defined by :

Jo
(9)

But the flight length p of the i'* particle is chosen
so as to satisfy :

i - l + s c .
(10)

where £ is uniformly sampled in [O1I]. This is
achieved by a discretization of the integral inside
the exponential.

Theoretically we should sample collision from the
biased kernel

4.3 Parallelism
In order to take benefit of new parallel architectures in<J
workstation networks -i message passing library has l»'f ti
written. The interface of the library has been ii!>pl«>-
mented over the TLI (Transport Level InterfaceJ layer
for workstation networks and the multithreading primi-
tives defined by POSIX 1003.4 drafts for shared memory
systems.

Two modes of parallelization will be implemented in
the code. One is the obvious method consisting in mak-
ing every processor run indépendant trajectories. The
other method uses a partition scheme useful when run-
ning problems requiring a large amount of memory. This
last strategy needs the solution of the load balancing
problem, i.e we must affect to each processor a phase
area such that each processor has the same amoun1 o(
work to do.

We tested the partitioning approach on the following
simple problem. We considered a rtionokinetic random
walk in a slab [0,S] such that particles have a probability
0.5 to go to the right, 0.45 to the left and 0.05 to get
killed. Particles start from point 0 towards point S and
there is a reflection on 0. We «ant to find a subdivision
of the slab in four parts, such that affecting earh part
to a different processor makes all processors hive th.»'
same amount of work to do. In a first approximation
we considered that it means that all processors have thp
same number of collision to treat.

To find an adequate partition we considered a mesh
of n intervals on the slab. Let .V,, be the number of
times a particle emitted in cell j has a collision in cell i
and Pj, the probability of going from cell j to cell i in
one step. We have :

.12)

C(r. E— E'.Çl —
/(r.E' .fl ')
l(r. E, Q) (H)

This can be time consuming so in Tripoli collision
is unbiased unless the user asks for collision bias-
ing. It is also possible to ask for collision biasing
only above a given energy thus having biasing only
in higher energy where collision biasing is most use-
ful. Biased collision is in fact a small loop on nat-
ural collision to collect a set of after collision char-
acteristics in which we sample one collision with
probability proportional to I(r,g',il').

In both cases, if there is an importance function,
sampling of new direction do some biasing. Given
Q. Ho and the cosine of deviation fi the azimuthal
angle i> is sampled from a density such that corre-
sponding Q' has a density proportional to ^ | ^ ' g ' " |

This equation is formally the same as (7). Solving the
system we can then group cells in bigger cells C1 such
that all C1 have the same number of collisions to treat.
For a slab of length 20 mean free path we got on a net-
work of workstations :

process
domain
cpu in s.
sys in s.
msg sent

msg received

L: 1.8]
481
33

20700
12400

proc2
[1.8-5.6]

560
43

26700
29300

proc3
[5.6-12]

494
32

16000
18800

proc4
[12 -401 '

355

H
4500 :j
7500 ,j

We see that processor 2 works more than the others
because of a larger amount of communication. So we
tried to balance the quantity number of collision + A»
number of messages, where A is a factor representing
the cpu cost of communication.



Flux at 290 cm In Fe56

L>»t M1, be the number of times the random walk goes
through cell i starting from j . VVe compute M1, from an
•'ijuation similar to (7), so setting for j the cell in which
the source is we get the number of messages a small cell
receives or sends. This is in fact a current.

We obtain a new partition by initalizing a simulated
annealing algorithm with the partition obtained consid-
ering number of collisions only.

We obtained :

process
domain

cpu in s.
svs in s.
msg sent

msg received

procl
[0-2]
494
32

20200
12000

proc2
[2-4.4]

476
45

28000
29800

proc.3
[4.4-9.4]

481
35

19500
22000

proc4
[9.4-40]

492
14

6000
10000

5 Benchmark
5.1 A pondération benchmark
We first consider a pondération benchmark. It consists
in an infinite parallelepipedic geometry in the z direc-
tion, the section of the geometry in the plane xy is given
in fig 2. We have a source at 2 MeV at point (99, 85)
uniformly distributed on the z axis. The section of the
detector volume is <x square centered at (2.5 , 7.5) and of
edge V It is made of Fe56. AU calculations were made
with ponctuai cross sections ENDF/B6.

5.1.1 Results with inipond
We set the detector profile to j3 to 0.02. We used a
pondération mesh with 5 groups [19.6 - 2.1], [2.1 - 0.5],
[0.5 - 0.05 ], [0.05 - 0.004 ], [0.004 - 0] and obtained the
following values of Q.

Il Energy range in MeV || Q water | Q iron 56 ||

[2.1-0.5]
[0.5 - 0.05 1

[0.05 - 0.004]

4.2E-2
0.12
0.19

3.7E-2
1.6E-2
4.1E-3

The corresponding equi-importance charts for groups
[2.1 - 0.5] and [0.5 - 0.05] are given in fig.3 and 4.

Energy range in MeV
1.0-0.6
0 .6 -0 .3
0.3 - 0.2
0.2- 0.1

[0.1 - 0.06]
[0.06 - 0.004]

[2 - 0.004]

flux
1.04E-5
3.19E-5
2.11E-5
4.56E-5
3.20E-5
8.48E-5
2.26E-4

sigma in %
22
10
12
8
11
5.6
3.8

10 10 10 10 10'

Figure 7

5.1.2 Results with PIJ pondération

The corresponding equi-importance charts for groups
[2.1 - 0.5] and [0.5 - 0.05] are given in fig.5 and 6

Energy range in MeV
1.0- 0.6
0.6 - 0.3
[0.3 - 0.2]
[0.2-0.1]
[0.1 - 0.06]

[0.06 - 0.004]
[2 - 0.004]

flux
8.31E-6
4.31 E-5
2.59E-5
5.72E-5
3 90E-5
7.04 E-5
2.44E-4

sigma in 9c i
11
I

11
S
11
12
5

5.2 A propagation test
This problem is described in [3]. It is the study of prop-
agation of 14 Mev neutron in a iron slab of 3 meters
length. We are interested in the flux at surface at 2rn90
from the source. VVe made the simulation with ponc-
tuai cross section of iron 56 of ENDF-B6 The results
are shown in fig. 7. All statistical errors are below 69J
except for the 6 extremes scoring groups.
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I
TITRE TEST» (RESEAH2 . ROTATION)

TYPE ( BOITE »000 1000 1000
Vol." I ("MRI 1 0 0 I) FlNV

TVPB 2 CYLX 2,S IO
VOIJI J COMBI 2 20 0 0 FICTIF FINV

COMMENT
on définit un volume mal 11« contenant 2 aphere9 tangentes
dont, relie» de gauche *st evldee par un cylx
COMMENT
TYPE J BOITE «0 40 40
VOLII < COMBI J 20 0 0

ECRA 1 1 FINV

TYPE 4 SFHE 10
VOLU 4 COMBI 4 10 0 0

ECRASE 1 3
VMOINS 1 2 FINV

COMMENT
1« volume 4 chevauche le cylindre 2 mala celui-ci «tant fictif
11 ne compte que pour lea volumes le declarant explicitement
aolt volu 3
COMMENT
VOLII "- COMBI 4 30 0 0

ECRASE 1 3 FINV

COMMENT
le voluaie 3 (et ce qu 11 contient)
eat répète 10 Cola suivant lea 3 axea
COMMENT
VOLU 6 «ESC VOLU 3

10 10 10
ECRASE 1 1 FINV

SURF
SURF
SURF

VOLU

VOLO

GRAF
20 0
1 0
0 1
400

FING

1
2
3

7

S

0
0
0

CYLY ISO O 25
PLANY ISO.
PLANY SO.

EQUA MOINS 2 1 2
PLUS 1 3
FICTIF
PINV

ROTATION VOLU 7

400

0 0 1
45
0 0 0
ECRASE 1 6
FINV



FER 56
Source

30 cm

EAU

70 cm

group 2Mev 0.5MeV group 0.5Mev 0.05 Mev



PIJ IMPORTANCE CHARTS

<s : group 2Mev 0.5Mev

; group 0.5Mev 0.05 Mev


